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Brian Schulman, an 11 -year -old student at Piedmont Middle School in San Jose, talks with Mayor Hammer after the State of the City Address. Hamme,’s
speech at the McEnery Convention Center was attended by about 2,000 people, including to the local television and radio live coverage.

Hammer: San Jose shows the wa
By William Jeske

66

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

San Jose’s 62nd mayor made her sixth
State of the City Convocation address
Monday at the San Jose McEnery
Convention Center.
After singer Tyneta Hare ushered in
the event with "The Star-Spangled
Banner," Vice Mayor Trixie Johnson
took the podium and announced various city honorees. She introduced
Mayor Susan Hammer to give her
speech.
Flanked by two huge screens and
backed by 31 alternating American and
California flags, Hammer spoke for a little more than 10 minutes to an estimated 2,000 people in McEnery’s Exhibit
Hall S.
"I am proud to say ... San Jose has
shown the way," Hammer said, one of
seven remarks the audience warranted

safest
major cities in America. Hammer said San Jose implemented
methods to improve the economy and
create jobs, while Sacramento and
Washington were busy talking about
how to accomplish the same goals.
"Businesses will not stay, will not invest
in, will not relocate to a city where the
Susan Hammer roads are congested, the schools are
San Jose mayor deteriorating, the streets are not safe,"
Hammer said,
"Talented workers, who are the real
engine behind the Silicon Valley ecosaid it could not be done we did it." nomic miracle, will vote with their feet
Hammer said. "We made our city more and leave those communities that fail to
efficient and better focused on the real invest in parks. libraries and youth programs," she said.
needs of our residents."
The mayor cited a Business Climate
One of those "real needs" was the
issue of safety. "As a consequence of our Study program streainlining business
sacrifices, and our faith in a brighter procedures to "make it easier for busifuture, we are emerging from these diffi- ness(es) to do business."
cult times one of the strongest
and
See City, Back page

When even some here in San Jose said it could not be
done we did it. We made our city more efficient and better
focused on the real needs of our residents.

applause.
Hammer claimed that during her sixyear tenure as mayor, San Jose has
grown beyond other cities’ squabbling
with taking swift action and difficult
decision making.
The speech allowed for a retrospective of San Jose’s accomplishments.
"When even some here in San Jose

Despite talk last semester of the Spartan
Bookstore going private, officials now say
that although their lease is coming to an
end, no new private contracts are being discussed.
According to Ron Duval, executive director of Spartan Shops, the Spartan Shops
Board, which meets on a monthly basis during the school year, has no plans on looking
into leasing the bookstore out to a private
ompany.
James De La Cruz, Associated Students
controller, said the finance board, a subcommittee of the Spartan Shops Board, is looking over contracting plans and will make suggestions to the board.
"It is premature to look at it without looking at all the factors," De La Cruz. said.
Last semester, A.S. academic affairs officer
Dave Wietecha and student services director
Jerry Simmons discussed the possibility of
contracting the bookstore out to a private
company.
"Several students thought it was a good
idea, but we are not looking at leasing it
out," Duval said.
According to Duval, there are three reasons Spartan Shops would lease out: the revenues are not sufficient enough to satisfy the
Spartan Ships Board, the service is not satisfying them or there is a tremendous opportunity to generate revenue without a great
loss.
"I believe that we are meeting the service
and revenue," Duval said.
Simmons said he believes the issue of leasing should still be considered.
"It’s a way to increase revenue and lower
the prices for the students." Simmons said. If
the store was bought by a national chain
which runs several bookstores, he said, the
merchandise could be bought in larger
quantities. This would give the company better deals and an opportunity to lower prices
within the store.
"We need to consider all possibilities,"
Simmons said. He also said that a study within the university would need to be done to
see if SJSU would actually benefit from a private bookstore, since factors at every universib are different.
"It is not popular with shop management,"
sold Simmons. "Personally. I think (the
plans) were sent to the finance committee to
No decisions have been made yet. "We are
toward one thing over anything
not
else, Duval said.
Spartan Shops is also working on their
five-year lease with the Student Err ion that is
ending. Duval said. They are trying to work it
out so they do not have to renew then lease
every five years.
"We just want to do what’s in the best
.f the university and the students,"
.
said II,

eush ing

Help available to ease tax filing Concert falls through

By Becki Bell

Spartan Daffy Staff Writer

Unless you’re an accountant or just
love numbers more than the average
person, the chances are pretty good that
you wait until the last possible moment
to file your income taxes.
Unfortunately, that rush to file may
exclude you from learning the answers
to some of the most important income
tax-related questions.
To help avoid the hassle and guesswork of preparing an income tax return,
there are a number of free resources
available to SJSU students. These services include free assistance from other
SJSU students in the business and
accounting department. In addition,
the Internal Revenue Service’s file-byphone service and the state’s hot-line
numbers can assist with questions.
This semester, Professor Pat Janes’
Business 123D (income tax practicum)
students will he offering a free income

tax preparation service for moderate income taxpayers, including students,
senior citizens and people whose tax
returns are relatively basicianes and her
students will also be on hand to help
answer important income tax questions.
The service also includes free electronic filing. To ensure accuracy, completed tax returns will be examined by a
certified public accountant before filing.
"It’s something that youijust cannot
duplicate in the classroom,’ Janes said of
the hands-on experience the service will

It’s something you just
cannot duplicate in the
classroom.
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Pat Janes
SJSU professor

provide for her students. "They get an
honest to goodness experience interviewing the taxpayer, working with original documents and preparing the
returns. They’ve already had two semesters of law, arid now this is their chain c
to practically apply it."
The service is on a drop-in basis onlv.
from noon to 4 p.m. on Saturdays front
Feb. 17 through April 13 in Business
Classrooms, room 309. Service organizers suggest that those who wish to take
advantage of the service do so early in
the day to avoid a long wait.
Students and other exasperated taxpayers can also gain assistance from Fast
Answers about State Taxes (FAST), the
Franchise Tax Board’s information hot
line. Automated information is available
24 hours a day at (800) 338-0505. The
same number can be used to obtain
refund and tax forms from 6 am. to 10
See Taxes, Back page

Unity Jam performers not confirmed
By Lisa Brown
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

I he Unity Jam ’96 concert scheduled
for Lea Saturday at the Event Center was
coin ded because Black Student Union
officials said they were unable to confirm
the scheduled performers with the
event’s promoter.
"We did not want to embarrass SJSU."
Dave Ross, BSU vice president. said.
The BSU tried many times to contact
K. Michael of Young Star Productions up
to a week and a half before the scheduled
date, to no avail, Ross said.
Michael never returned the BSU’s calls,
hence the cancellation, Ross said.
Upon confirmation of the performers,
the BSU was prepared to start its ad blitz

Clinton to testify

Cameraless trial

President Clinton was
ordered Monday to
testify at next month’s
Whitewater trial for
Susan McDougal, one
his partners in a failed
northern Arkansas land
deal.

The tumult over the O.J.
Simpson case got the
blame on Monday as a
judge refused to allow
cameras in court for the
trial of the man accused in
the kidnap and murder of
12-year-old Polly Klaas.
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Juggling the day

by distributing posters and fliers, buying
media ads and leaving voice mail messages, Ross
Advertising for Unity Jam ’96 already
appeared in Metro, a weekly San Jose area
newspaper.
-The tickets weren’t even ... on sale
two weeks before (the concert)," said
Melissa Cosgrave. an Event Center box
office employee.
Cosgrave said he thinks the concert was
canceled because the tickets were not selling well.
Ticket holders can present their tickets,
sold at $22.50 each through the Event
Center box office or Bass Ticket outlets,
to the Event Center box office for a full
refund.

Speeders on film
San Jose police will start
cracking down on drivers
who speed through quiet
residential street. But it
won’t be traffic cops on the
job; cameras will be doing
all the work.
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It’s just like all the other financial aid offices all over California governed by the same set of
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useless regulations...

What’s wrong with the financial aid office
Rs Becki Bell

The fOreboding end to a long and
arduous journey looms ahead. A
lot )se line of people, their faces scarred
with the anticipation of their imminent
doom, wait quietly to learn of their sentences. Ahead, the deep, pain-filled sigh
of the abyss’ most recent victim echoes
back to the cursed souls who move still
closer to their eternal destinies. Is this
the gateway to hell itself? The dark
underworld of ancient myth?
Nope, it’s the SJSU Financial Aid office. And it’s
just like all the other financial aid offices all over
California governed by the same set of useless regulations and the same superfluous wads of red tape
that have the potential to turn even the most polite
little journalism student into a drooling, babbling psychopath.
Unless we are fortunate enough to have parents
who can afford to pick up the bill for all our college
expenses, many of us spend each semester dealing
with financial aid and all of its eccentricities. I can t
remember a single semester without student-aid-related headaches.
When I was attending a community college at age
20, for example. I was told that I could not receive a
grant unless my parents had failed to claim me as a
dependent on their income tax return for three consecutive years. Fine. I had been living on my own
since I was 18, so I on h had one year to go. No major
ordeal, right?

I fill out a form. They send me
another form. I fill out the other
form. They send me three new
forms. I fill out those forms.
They send me another six
forms. I fill those forms
out. Then Lget a notice in
the mail: nkni forgot to
check box 27z on form 52x,
so we won’t be able to mail
you your check. Please
come down to our office
and stand in line for three
hours if you want your
money."
This year, the year I was
finally able to qualify for a grant,
I got a new form in the mail. It
said something like this: "Due to one
of the following nine million things
on this list, you can’t have your check.
Unfortunately, we are not going to tell you
which of those nine million requirements you
failed to comply with unless you call us up on the
phone and spend six hours on hold. We know
you don’t have anything better to do."
So I called them. They said, "You only have
six units this semester. But that’s OK, just come
down and fill out a form that says, ’I, Becki Bell,
only have six units this semester’ and then you
can have your money."
Well, that seemed rather counterproductive
after all, they already seemed to know how
many units I was enrolled in, why did they
need ME to write it down for them? But I
know better than to argue, so I stood patiently
in line, got to my window and was promptly told
that if I filled out the form in question I could have
toy loan, but not my grant.
"Why not?"

Well, that first year finalh ii ived, so I
applied for a grant. At the time I
was making about $350 a
month, so I assumed that
qualifying would be a simple matter. I was incorrect. Not only does the
government put a
cap on the amount of
money you can make
before qualifying for a
grant, but it also has a
limit on just how poor you
can be.
That year, I didn’t qualify
for my grant because I didn’t make enough money, not because I
made too much. Apparently, before you
can get financial assistance they have
to make sure that you don’t really
need it.
The next year I got a better job and I
made a little more money. Then along
came a brand-new set of rules. Now, I
could not qualify for a grant unless I was
24, married, a graduate student, a veteran, an orphan or a single mother.
So, after briefly considering a marriage of convenience with a similarly
financially strapped friend, I decided
to apply for a loan.
My favorite part (read with sarcasm, please) was when they asked
me to attend loan counseling." That’s
where they sit you down and spend all
afternoon telling you, "Hey, guess what,
you have to pay this money back." Oh,
thanks for clearing that up.
Now, I apply for a loan every year. And every
year it is just as ridiculous as the year before.

"Because you only have six units."
"But I wrote it down, see?"
’Those are the rules."
Yes, and I love rules. Especially when they don’t
make any sense. I work six hours a day, and am
enrolled in one class that meets for three hours a day,
five days a week. With my one night class, that’s a time
commitment roughly equivalent to 18 units. But that
didn’t seem to matter either. Somehow, I had to find
the time for another six units or I would be forced to
give away my grant money.
So somehow I did manage to squeeze in a few
more classes. I called them. They said, "Now you have
to come down here and fill out another form that
says, ’I, &cid Bell, have 12 units this semester.’ Then
you can have your money. But we have to mail it to
you."
Here’s the punch-line: About a year ago, a friend of
mine divorced her husband because he had a very
serious intravenous drug problem. Recently he called
her mother to obtain some financial information,
and in the course of the conversation revealed that
he would soon be attending college.
"Where did you get the moneyr" asked my friend’s
MOM.

"Financial Aid. They like recovering drug addicts."
Becki Bell is a Spartan Daily Staff Miter

Clinton is nothing but a liberal in Republican clothing
\\ hi it House is a magical place these days.
The
Whit, ,,,iter documents, subpoenaed by the
Scoots Whitewater committee nearly two years
ago, have suddenly appeared out of thin air. Messages
of some fantasy economic stability resound through
its chambers. However, the most magical event of all
the president has turned from a frog into a
Republican.
Like a magician using smoke and mirrors, none of
this is really magical at all. The man behind the presidential curtain is a weak man with no conviction, no
sincerity and no character. Whatever the American
people want to hear, the president will pout his lip,
look them right in the eye and say it with conviction,
whether he believes it or not.
He is one candidate who holds the words of the
late president Richard Nixon close to his heart. "To
gain the primary," Nixon said, "run to the right, then
to gain the general election, run to the center." The
rhetoric of this proven tax and spender has moved to
the right. He’ll move toward the center after the
March California primary.
Nearly everything the president said in his State of
the Union campaign speech was based on
Republican ideology.:
"The era of big government is over..." he cried.

Republican.
A "one-strike-and-you re-out"
rule.
Republican.
Tax incentives for companies
for environmental clean up.
Republican.
An executive order barring
government contracts to companies hiring illegal aliens.
Republican.
Personal responsibility
and optimism.
Definitely Republican.
Tell me, has the president really turned from
the dark side? Or does he
know that voters can be
easily led to believe anything, given enough time,
money and a little media
cooperation?
Mr. Clinton is not a Republican. He does not hold
Republican ideals, as the majority of Americans do.
His record points in one direction. It points to the status quo.

Don’t listen to his words, look at his
record. Clinton’s idea of reforming
government means the creation of
more government. His wife’s health
care task force proposed one of the
biggest government bureaucratic
boondoggles this country has ever
seen. In 1990, candidate Clinton proposed a tax cut for the for the middleclass and made a promise that the rich
would "pay their fair share" (never
mind that the top five percent
of wage earners in this country
pay half of the country’s tax revenue).
Quickly, America learned
the president’s definitive line
for"rich’ meant those making
about $31,000 a year and
watched as his tax cut fell by
the way side as so many of
Clinton’s promises do.
As president, Clinton proposed, and the Democrat
controlled congress passed, the largest tax increase in
the history of the United States.
In his State of the Union address, Clinton pro.

KEN

McNEILL

The era of Loig government
is not over yet. Not until the
Republicans control the
White House.

posed a $1,000 scholarship for all high school students who graduate in the top five percent of their
class. Sounds good, but better grades will go a lot farther toward a higher education than $1,000 in government money. Who’s paying for this new program?
The era of big government is not over yet. Not
until Republicans control the White House. Don’t be
fooled. Listen to the president’s rhetoric during the
coming months. It will sound convincingly
Republican, but he speaks with his fingers crossed
behind his back. Take a look at the President’s
record. As in the past, his message will turn up empty.
Ken McNeiU is a Spartan Daily Staff Columnist.
His column appears every Tuesday.

MiniDiscs threaten to force cassettes and CDs into extinction
If’

Lou I,, 1-uluie,

Eight track tapes as e (Antic t. Cassette tapes and
records are barely surviving with sales. CDs are
thriving as the popular music format. If you
don’t have a CD player by now, it’s like having a black
and white TV. It’s hard to deprive one’s self of superior audio quality and selective play back.
Soon a new format, Sony’s MiniDisc, may kill off
records and tapes and become standard equipment
in homes, cars and boom boxes.
The MiniDisc combines the best of tapes and CDs.
The 2.5 inch optical disks that resemble computer
floppy disks hold up to 74 minutes of digital sound.
Yet like your old tape deck you can record on a blank
MiniDisk.
There’s no chance of having a spaghetti like explosion of an eaten up tape. And there’s no need to
clean or demagnatize the player.
So why hasn’t there been a rush to purchase the
MiniDisc? They’ve been on the market since 1993, yet
sales have been small. Minimal advertising and high
costs of the players may be the main reasons.
MiniDiscs are hardly a household name and Sony’s
intoductory player costs $349. Discs are a CD comparable $16.
As technology progresses, prices will drop and people will flock to grab MiniDiscs like Mighty Morphin
Power Rangers at a toy store.
CDs proved a similar case. In a Metro article, music
columnist Todd Inoue offered supporting statistics:
In 1984, two years after the debut of the CD player,

Cassette tapes and records
will soon be extinct. For the
technological holdouts (the
same people who still use
typewriters), MiniDiscs
will be hard to resist.
manufacturers shipped 5.8 million CDs compared to
204.6 million records. CDs doubled in production
each year until 1988, when they took over records207.2 million to 72.4. In 1995, 662.1 million CDs were
shipped to a measly 1.9 million records.
New technology takes a while to be acquired. Do
you remember how long it took before you bought
your first CD player? I held out with a tape deck until
about 1992. When I finally got one, I was astonished
to hear so many more sounds, much clearer and without having to detangle a cassette eaten by the deck
with a surgeon’s precision.
This time I won’t fall behind. Sony is planning to
unleash a multi-million dollar ad campaign this year.
Prices are currently expensive but with popularity
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Weekly Calendar
Gamma Zeta Alpha
Recruitment and info table.
8a.malp.m. Student Union.
Call 29-7952.

TODAY
Arab Student Union
First meeting and elet. tons.
4:30p.m.-5:30p.m. Student
Union, Pacheco Rm.
Call 295-6678.
Asian Student Support Group
General Meeting. 2:30p.m.4p.m. Administration Bldg.,
Rm. 201. Call 9245910.
Malin Yoga Association
First meeting/introduction.
1 I :30a.m.-I :30p.m. Student
Union, Costanoan Rm.
Call 288-6360.
Buhver-Lytton Eaglish Society
Weekly Meeting. 12:30p.m.
Faculty Offices P.m. 104.
Call 4361471.
Career Center
Oraeampus interview
preparation. 5:30p.m. Student
Union, Almaden Rm.
Call 924.6033.
Chi Pi Sigma (Coeed fraternity for those interested in law
enforcement)
Rush table. MacQuarrie Hall.
Fifth floor. Call 998-8433.
allege Democrats
First general meeting. 4p.M.
Student Union, Montalvo Rm.
Call 364-1243.
Delta *MI6 Pi
"Meet the chapter." 8p.m.
Student Union, Almaden Rm.
Gall 983-4748.
Fantasy and Strategy Club
Open gaining. 5p.m.-10pan.
Student Union, Costanom
Kro, Cali 9247097.

Sigma Theta Psi
Information table. 11:30p.m.2pin. Student Un
Call 2343-3827.
Women’s Resource Center
Open House (internships
available).9a.m.-5p.m.
Administration Bldg., Rm.
217. Call 9246500.

Library Donations and
Sales Unit
(Ingoing book sale (donations writ me). 10a.m.-2p.m.
Wahlquist Library, Rm. 408
,utd ( lark library, lobby.
Call 924-2705.

WEDNESDAY
Alpha Kappa Delta Phi
Rush event, ’Bowling Night."
7p.m. Meet at Student
Union. Call 924.43904.
Asian Student Support Group
General Meeting. 2:30p.m.4pan. Administration Bldg.,
rim. 201. Call 924-5910.

School of Art and Design
Student gallery exhibits:
Helen Wood-mixed media,
Cynthia Hanson-BFA. exhibit,
Brendan Liston-ceramics,
Kyoko Fischer-painting
Isabel Brown, painting,
Six various artasta-fiberworks.
Ila.m.-4p.m. Art Bldg.
Call 924-4330.

Hong Kong Club
General meeting. lp.m.,
2p.m. Student Union,
council chambers.
Call 896.2663.

Associated Students’ Multi.
Edmic Cultural Committee
Committee meeting and
food bazaar. 11:30a.m..1p.m.
Student Union, A.S. council
Chambers. Call 9244417.

:rpm twr lass fad, a r. piitilti awn,.

OCALA, Ha. (AP) - F. Lee
Bailey is defending another
la11101.11i client: himself,
Bailey, a member of the highpowered team of lawyers that
defended OJ Simpson during
the former football star’s murder trial, was found in contempt of court Saturday and
ordered to turn over $21 million in stock he claims is payment from a former client.
Bailey will try to comply with
U.S. District Judge Maurice
Paul’s order to bring the stocks
to court by Feb. 29, his lawyer
said Sunday.
If he doesn’t meet the deadline, he will go to jail for six
months, Paul said.
At issue is ownership of
602,000 shares of stock that
Bailey claims were given to him
by the government to offset his
fees and expenses in representing reputed drug baron Claude
Duboc.
Duboc is awaiting sentencing
after pleading guilty to being
part of a conspiracy to import
tons of hashish and marijuana
into the United States and
Canada.

Phi Delta Theta
"Mini Golf." 6:30p.m. Meet at
211 S. 11th St. Call 2944419.

Concert Choir
Choir needs tenors and altos,
Apply 9a.m.-10:30aan.
Musk Bldg., choral activities
office. Call 924-4332.

Gamma Zeta Alpha
Informational meeting. 7p.tn,
Stildent Union, Music Rm.
Call 297-7952.

Bailey defending Bailey

Lutheran Student Fellowship
"Bible Brown Bag." 7p.m.8p.m. First Lutheran Church.
Call 292-5404.

ReEntr4dvisory Program
lunch, with disBrowncussion o networking
and resources. 12noon1:30prn. Student Union,
Pacheco Rm. Call 9245950.

Fhatricial Management
Association
"Career Exploration."
4:30p.m.-5:45p.m. Student
Union, Costanoan Rm. Call
371-4411.

F. Lee, the mob, and sore ears

Lutheran Student Fellowship
"Bible Brown Bag." 12:30p.na
:30p.in. Student Union,
Mon talvo Rm. Call 292-5404.

Chi Pi Sigma
(co-ed law enforcement
’fraternity"). Open house.
lp.m.4p.m. Chi Pi Sigma
house, 230S. 10th St.
Call 998-8433.

Fantasy and Strategy Club
Open gaming." 5p.m al Op.m.
Student Union, Montaivo Rm.
Call 9247097.

Zeta Chi Epsilon
"Meet the chapter" night.
7pana9para
Student Union, Pacheco Rm.
Call 383-8430.

Stall aSS0ClitUoIlS. I it.ittilint IS

Buhver-Lytton
English Society
Weekly meeting. 12:30p.ni.
Facultv Mit es, Rm. 104.
Call 436-7471.

Career Center
"On-Campus Interview" orientation. 5:30p.ni. Student
Union, Almaden Rm.
Call 924-6033.

M.S.&
Ramadan lftar. 5:15p.m.
Business Classrooms kin. 212.
Call 448-8212.

Sparta I .11111c stir and availalrle to studynts, !acuity &
Inr .par t. tsII It tit on,

Lambda Phi Epsilon
"Pool Night." 8p.nrial0p.m.
Student Union.
Call 292-8004.

Career Center
"Co-op" orientation. 3:30p.m.
Student Union, Almaden Rm.
Call 924-6033.

Library Donations and
Sales Unit
Ongoing Book Sale (donations welcome). 10a.m.-2p.m.
WLN Rm. 408 and Clark
Library Lobby. Call 924-2705.

PEOPLE

Beta Theta Pi
Barbeque. 3p.ma6p.m.
Meet at 13e14 house.
Call 629-7044.

Career Center
’Interviewing for Success."
1:30 p.m. Student Union,
Almaden Rm. Call 924-6033.

Hoffa in the hash?

StmaAlphaPhl
.M.
’ira<At Night." 8.
Meet at Student Union, front,
Call 9442638.
Sigma Omicron Pi
Rush event. exchange with
Pi Alpha Phi. 7p.m. Meet at
Student Union, council
chambers. Call 9244420.
Society of Latino
Engineers and Scientists
General meeting. 5p.m.-6p.m.
Engineering Eldg.arn. 3416.
922-2287.
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BLOOMFIELD TOWNSHIP,
Mich. (AP) - The restaurant
where former Teamsters president Jimmy Hoffa was last seen
has closed its doors.
The Machus Red Fox served
its last dinner to the public
Saturday night and catered its
final private brunch on Sunday.
Owner Roberti. Machus said
Saturday that he was unable to
renew his lease.
The restaurant was opened
in 1965 by Machus’ father,
Harris 0. Machus.
Hoffa, fighting to regain control of the corruption-plagued
Teamsters union, disappeared
July 30, 1975 from the parking
lot of the restaurant, where he
reportedly had gone to meet a
mob boss.
At the time, Machus said, his
father feared the publicity

would give the restaurant a bad
reputation. Over the years,
however, it may have turned out
to be just the opposite, assuring
the r
lasting
nanie
re, ogiution and a footnote in
his its.

Tahoe park possible
CARSON (.11Y Nr%. (AP) Dreyfus Fund founder and philanthropist Jack Dreyfus Jr. has
proposed a land swap that
could turn the largest private
estate at Lake Tahoe into a public park.
Dreyfus, who owns the estate,
signed an agreement with the
American Land Conservancy to
put the plan in motion.
The deal hinges on the fedBureau
of
Land
eral
Management’s willingness to
trade to the conservancy public
land in the rapidly growing Las
Vegas area that could in turn be
sold to developers.
Sale proceeds would be used
to pay Dreyfus. Ownership of
his secluded 140-acre estate
would go to the U.S. Forest
Service.
The estate contains a threestory, medieval-style French
chateau - known as the
"Thunderbird Lodge" - and
other stone structures built
between 1938 and 1941 by the
late George Whittell, a quirky
recluse and one-time San
Fr at icisco land baron.

Driver crashes and burns
COLUMBLa, Tenn. \ Sterling Marlin had better keep
his day job as a NASCAR driver.
The two-time winner of the
Daytona 500 joined country
star Georgeiones on Sunday in
a duet of Jones’ hit "He
Stopped Loving Her Today."
"I ve got to say he did a pretty good job," said Larry
Lockamy, an organizer of the
Third Annual Sterling Marlin
Benefit Auction. "But I don’t
think we have too much to
worry about as far as Sterling
switching careers."
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Clinton ordered to testify in Whitewater case
(
tiin. who has not been
charged, has denied the accusation.
The McDougals and Gov. Jim
Guy Tucker, who had other business dealings with the McDougals,
face trial March 4 on conspiracy
and fraud charges. Independent
Counsel Kenneth Starr says the
three concocted $3 million in
loans from federally backed
lenders to benefit themselves illegally. U.S. District Judge George
Howard Jr.’s order directed court
officials to issue a subpoena for the
president
for
Mrs.
lawyer
Another

LITTLE ROCK, Ark,Al’
President Clinton was ordered
Monday to testify at next mouth’s
Susan
for
trial
Whitewater
McDougal. one of his partners in a
failed northern Arkansas land
deal.
A lawyer for Mrs. McDougal,
whose ex-husband James ran the
failed Madison Guaranty Sayings
and Loan, said last week that only
could offer testimony that
tsould (lex his client.
Mrs. McDougal is accused of
receiving a $300,000 loan that a
former Little Rock ban ker says
Clinton pressured him t make.

66

It’s never a welcome thing for a sitting president
to be served a subpoena.
Jennifer Horan
lawyer

McDougal, Jenniffer Horan, said
the subpoena was still being prepared Monday afternoon. Ms.
Horan said she would submit the
subpoena to the clerk of the court
for signing today. Once the subpoena is signed, the president

would he served.
"We have not talked to the president or his representative about
this," Ms. Horan said.
"It’s never a welcome thing for a
sitting president to be served a subpodia. " Ms. Horan added. "I don’t

expect President Clinton would in
any way hold it against us. There’s
no one else besides the president."
Lawyer Bobby McDaniel filed
documents last week asking for the
subpoena, saying the president’s
testimony was vital to Mrs.
McDougal’s defense.
"Susan McDougal’s liberty is at
stake. It’s our position that the
Constitution affords her the full
level of protection and we’re going
ask for that," McDaniel said last
week.
McDaniel, the lead attorney for
Mrs. McDougal, said he wants the
president to testify in person.

rather than by satellite hookup.
Testifying in person "is the best
way to evaluate the credibility of
the witness," said McDaniel.
The McDougals and Tucker
were named in a 21 -count indictment handed up last August, alleging that tiansactions they made
through McDougal’s savings and
loan and David Hale’s Capital
Services
were
Management
designed to defraud federal regulators.
witness
prosecution
Chief
"David Hale is going to testify in
person and the president should
too," McDaniel said.

Details of soldier’s death still unclear New Clinton budget
SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina
(AP) The first American peacekeeper to die in Bosnia was killed
when ammunition exploded in his
hands, and not by a land mine as
originally reported, a NATO
spokesman said Monday.
The alliance-led peacekeeping
force had announced that Sgt. 1st
Class Donald A. Dugan died
Saturday after a land mine blew tip
at a checkpoint near the northern
town of Gradacac, 25 miles north
of Tuzla, where U.S. soldiers in
Bosnia are based.
a
NATO
Monday,
But
spokesman, speaking on condition
of anonymity, said the 38-year-old
Dugan of Belle Center, Ohio, died
after he picked up a piece of unexploded ammunition from the side
of the road and it exploded in his
hands.
There was no immediate explanation why NATO changed its
account.
Dugan’s body was flown to
Germany on Sunday, and Monday,
the U.S. Army released autopsy
results that said he died of "extensive head injuries."
The Army gave no information
on what caused the head injuries.
The report was limited to the
cause of death and provided no
information on other injuries, said
Sgt. Michael Ertel, a spokesman at
the U.S. Army-run hospital at
Landstuhl south of Kaiserslautern.
Ertel said one word, "explosion," was typed at the bottom of
the report. but there was no indication what type of device exploded.
Dugan’s family was to view the

GOP demanding end to U.S.
involvement In NATO mission
(Al’)
VASHINGTON
With the first death of an
American serviceman in Bosnia,
several prominent Republicans
are once again demanding that
the administration bring a
quick end to U.S. involvement
there.
Republican presidential contender Sen. Phil Gramm said
Sunday that his first act if he is
elected president would be to
pull out the American troops
participating in the NATO
effort to keep the fragile peace
in Bosnia.
The government can provide
the best arms to protect them
while they are there, "but the
best way to keep them safe is to
bring them home," declared
the Texas senator.

body Monday at the hospital in
Kaiserslautern, and then a decision
would be made on when the
remains would be returned to the
United States.
In Bosnia’s east, meanwhile, a
U.N. investigator hoped the sodden earth under an oak tree would
yield clues about the fate of 7,000
missing Muslims.
On Sunday, Elizabeth Rehn, the
U.N. Human Rights Commission’s
special investigator for former

Rep. Gerald Solomon, R-N.Y,
chairman of the House Rules
Committee, said Americans
"are going to be outraged at the
loss of one life" in Bosnia. "In
spite of our hearts going out to
the family of this boy, there
never was a national interest to
put any troops there and sacrifice even one life."
Sgt. 1st Class Donald A.
Dugan, 38, of Belle Center.
Ohio, was killed Saturday in
northern Bosnia when ammunition exploded in his hands, and
not by a land mine as originally
reported, a NATO spokesman
said Monday. He was the ninth
alliance soldier to die since
NATO troops began entering
the Balkans in December.

Yugoslavia, surveyed decomposing
bodies on a wooded area atop a
steep hill near the village of
Kravica.
The area is one site of alleged
mass killings a few miles from
Srebrenica, a Muslim town where
thousands of men vanished after
the Serbs overran it in July.
Four corpses were found under
the tree. One skeleton wore a
green military uniform and leather
boots, while three nearby corpses

had on blue jeans and other civilian garb. Bones protruded from
the clothing and it appeared animals might have eaten the flesh.
Between them lay a smashed
plastic alarm clock, a nylon sports
bag, a soggy notebook and a handful of knives and forks.
"Surely, these are soldiers. It’s
clear from their identification
papers." Rehn said.
Rehn said Bosnian Serb officials
told her Sunday "that there are
missing people and that they certainly are dead." But she said it
would be "naive" to accept the
Serb explanation that the dead
were Muslim fighters who killed
each other in a dispute over
whether to surrender during their
retreat from Srebrenica.
"The fact is that we have a
tragedy all over this hill," said
Rehn, a former Finnish defense
minister.
Rehn urged Serb authorities to
allow war crimes investigators to
open suspected mass graves
around Srebrenica so the fate of
the thousands of missing Muslims
can be cleared up.
She also fulfilled a promise she
made to women refugees from
Srebrenica in Sarajevo who believe
the Bosnian Serbs are holding
their family members in secret
forced labor camps.
Accompanied by Srebrenica
Mayor Milenko Canic, Rehn
viewed the locked basements of a
supermarket and
elementary
school, but said she found no evidence they were used as prisons.

On-line newspapers triple

,E0 pose’s
suto^lcw

si314, .,.sday ,O96

WASHINGTON (AP) The
number of North American newspapers available through on-line
computer services nearly tripled
last year to about 175 and is
expected to double this year, a
newspaper industry group said
Monday.
The newspapers are available on
the Internet, the global network
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l’acific battled hack to beat the Spartans in Stockton earlier this season. Now,
it’s the Spartans turn to crack the whip and tame the Tigers.
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SJSU students helped the Spartan basketball teams to their largest
Event Center home crowds of the season at the start of the Back -toSchool special two weeks ago. The Back-to-School special Part II,
"Four for the Price of None", is compliments of Spartan basketball.

ThurSdaB, VebruarB

NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS for Foundation
Scholarships for transfer students seeking admission in the
Fall semester beginning on August 19, 1996. Programs:
Engineering / Biomedical Engineering
III Communication Developement and Disorders
II Languages

Find out about
internships
and co-op
Opportunities.

more than 2,000 pages, this outline provided only a broad-brush
look at how Clinton would allocate
resources among government
agencies.
For example, the document provides no detail on how much
money would be provided to the
Defense Department or any other
federal agencies, and says almost
nothing about where savings from
those departments would be
achieved during his envisioned
seven-year budget balancing effort.
Clinton would spend $1.64 trillion in 1997, an increase of 4.1
percent from projected spending
of $1.58 trillion in the current fiscal year. Even though the current
budget year is one-third gone,
many agencies are still operating
under a stopgap funding measure
because Congress and the president have still not agreed on their
permanent budgets for this year.
Clinton’s budget projects the
1997 deficit will be $160.6 billion,
up slightly from this year’s estimated $154.4 billion shortfall. But
beginning in 1998, the president
foresees steadily declining budget
gaps until 2002 when he expects a
$3.7 billion surplus. That would be
the first time the government
books were in balance since 1969.
These estimates are based on
assumptions by the Congressional
Budget Office, which Clinton
agreed to use as a key condition
demanded by Republicans before
they would reopen the government after a 21 -day shutdown last
month.
Using more optimistic assumptions from his own Office of
Management and Budget, Clinton
claims he will achieve a $1.5 billion
surplus one year earlier, in 2001.
Under new economic assumptions released Monday with
Clinton’s budget, the president’s
economic advisers project that the
overall economy, a.s measured by
the gross domestic product, will
grow 5.1 percent this year and for
the next six years, before taking
inflation into account. That would
compare to estimated growth of
4.2 percent last year without
adjusting fin- inflation.
With the Republicans and
Clinton still far apart on such key
issues as Medicare, welfare and tax
cuts, the restatement of the president’s budget is not likely to garner any new support among GOP
negotiators.

Back -to-School special
"Four for the Price of None"

Awarded by

Bs/ms/pho 1996
grads in CS, EE,
1E, Mtg. will have
the opportunity
to meet Sun
Hiring Managers
and interview
on the spot.

(Al’)
WASHINGTON
President Clinton sent Congress
Monday a $1.64 trillion budget for
1997 that outlined in minimal
detail how he would balance the
budget while still providing modest tax relief for the middle class.
In releasing the plan, Clinton
renewed his push for a negotiated
deal after months of talks. He
called on Republican leaders to
find common ground and end the
uncertainty that has forced two
government shutdowns and has
left many agencies still operating
under stopgap funding that
expires March 15.
"I am very hopeful we can
achieve a balanced budget this
year," Clinton said in remarks to
Governors’
National
the
Association. "I hope we can set
aside partisanship and divisions, as
you often do in the NGA, and provide a balanced budget plan to the
American people in the near
future."
The 20-page outline released
Monday was almost identical to the
last offer that Clinton put on the
table in early January in his now
abandoned face-to-face budget
Republican
with
talks
Congressional leaders.
"The plan I propose cuts hundreds of programs. continues our
efforts to downsize the government, but it protects Medicare,
Medicaid, education and the environment and cuts taxes for working families." the president said in
touting the highlights of his program to the governors.
But Monday’s budget provided
no new details on how he would
make the cuts to achieve savings.
Shortly after Clinton made his
last offer on Jan. 9, GOP bargainers broke off the negotiations, saying they would resume only after
Clinton made a more serious offer
The
specifics.
more
with
that
objected
Republicans
Clinton’s plan did not make sizable enough savings in Medicare
and other fast-growing government benefit programs and contained tax cuts that were too small.
The administration issued the
bare-bones outline to meet a legal
requirement that a president provide Congress with a spending
plan for the fiscal year that begins
Oct. I by the first Monday in
February.
However, in contrast to the normal budget document that runs to
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that links millions of computers at
universities, corporations, government agencies and homes.
Readers can gain access on the
network’s World Wide Web,
through commercial on-line services such as America Online and
CompuServe, or through computer bulletin board services.
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dormitory reception desk. Fraternity and
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Judge bars cameras from the courtroom in Klaas case
A.i.id Pr

The ti llllll It over the 0.J. Simpson t ase
got the blame on Monday as a judge
refused to allow cameras in court for the
trial of the man accused in the kidnap and
murder of l’2-year-old Polly Klaas.
Santa Clara Superior Court Judge
Thomas Hastings’ ruling was the first
order of business as the trial of Richard
Allen Davis resumed in its new setting of
San Jose.
The trial was moved from Sonoma
County after a judge there conceded, two
months into the jury selection process,
that it would be impossible to get an
impartial jury pool in the county where
the crime took place.
Court recessed at midday Monday and
was to resume today to take up the issue of

whethei !Listings would adopt rulings
already made by the previous judge, or
rehear them.
While that decision is still pending,
Hastiiigs indicated he is ready to get to the
"real work" of stir( ting a jury, perhaps as
soon as next week.
However, there was one other pending
matter that could slow things down
another change of venue motion from the
defense. Assistant Public Defender Barry
Collins said he does not know if the judge
will hear his motion before jury selection
begins.
Collins, who lost an earlier effort to
have the trial incived to Southern
California, said he fears attorneys will run
into juror problems in San Jose, which is
about 100 miles south of the original trial
site.

Davis is charged with kidnapping 12year-old Polly from her bedroom in
Petaluma during a sl
pat is on Oct.
1, 1993, strangling her and dumping her
body beside a highway. She was
for
two months, prompting a nationwide
search. Davis filially told authot ities where
to find the body.
Davis, 41, has a history of kidnapping,
rape and robbery and was on parole at the
time of Polly’s death. If convicted, he
could get the death penalty.
His case prompted several get-tough
crime measures, including California’s
"three strikes" law that mandates 25 years
to life in prison for anyone convicted of a
felony after two serious or violent prior
felonies.
Before Hastings ruled on cameras,
media lawyers tried to convince him there

would be no repeat ol the obsessi%r coverage of Simpson’s trial. He was at quitted
last October of the murders of his ex-wife
And her friend.
The ircus-like atmosphere ... we saw in
.sus Angeles will tioi Ot cur in this particulai case," said alt,! n’ Edward Davis, who
represented a number of news organizations.
Hastings made only an oblique reference to the Simpson case, saying he was
aware of "what has happened recently in
California."
But the judge said it would be senseless
to do anything that might taint the jury
pool.
He rejected arguments that cameras in
the small courtroom, which seats about 60,
would be all educational tool for the public, who would not otherwise be able to see

the proceedings.
"The purpose of tins ii ial us mit lir educate the public about anything," Hastings
said.
Hastings did say he may allow cameras
to take bar kground shots of the courtroom when witnesses and jurors are not
present. lb- also said he may reconsider
cameras during portions of closing arguments and possibly for the verdict.
Media lawyers also lost a bid to unseal
transcripts of proceedings closed by the
previous judge in the case. A third motion
asking the judge to reconsider a gag order
imposed on parties in the trial was
deferred when Hastings referred attorneys
to another judge who had originally issued
the order.

One dead, four injured in care home fire S.F. stadium favored

Associated Press

One person died and four others were hurt Monday when a fire
trapped them inside their residential care home.
The live-in caretaker rescued
two of the residents, and firefighters got two others out, San Jose
Fire Department Captain John
Castro said.

But one resident, a woman, died
after apparently being overcome
by smoke as she tried to escape,
Castro said. Her identity was not
immediately released.
Cause of the three-alarm fire was
under investigation. It apparently
started in a rear bedroom of the
single-family house where elderly
and infirm people received round-

the-clock care.
Five people were taken to Valley
Medical Center, three initially in
critical condition. But their conditions were soon upgraded, said
Steve
spokesman
hospital
Robitaille.
One woman was in stable condition with burns. A 95-year-old
woman was in stable condition

With smoke inhalation, and a Mall
in his late 60s was in serious condition with smoke inhalation.
Robitaille said.
Another woman was treated for
burns to her hand and released. A
94-year-old man was checked at
the hospital and released. Details
of the patients’ identities were not
immediately released.

Panel proposes state budget reforms for ballot
SACRAMENTO (Al’)
The
Legislature and governor would
face stricter prohibitions against
deficit spending and tighter limits
on short-term state borrowing
under a proposal approved
Monday by a blue ribbon panel.
But the proposal of the
Constitution Revision Commission
might make it easier to enact a
state budget on time by repealing
the current requirement for
approval by a two-thirds majority of
the Legislature.
California is one of only a handful of state’s requiring two-thirds
legislative majorities to enact a
budget. That has been one reason
for more frequent and longer
stalemates leaving state government without spending authority
in recent years.
The proposed budget reforms
approved by the bipartisan panel
were the first and presumably
the least controversial of six
groups of far-reaching reforms of
state and local governments which
the commission was scheduled to
vote on Monday and today.
Other parts of the plan would
replace the state’s current 40-member Senate and 80-member

Assembly with a 121 -member onehouse Legislature, and make the
state treasurer, school superintendent and insurance commissioner
appointees of the governor rather
than elected officials.
It would also ban fund-raising
while the Legislature is in session
and permanently forfeit the pay
and expenses of legislators and
governor for every day that the
state budget is past the deadline
for enactment.
The proposals would also fundamentally restructure relations
between state and local governments and overhaul the state initiative process and public school and
local governnient finances.
The plan, the product of nearly
two years of hearings and studies
by a bipartisan panel appointed by
the governor and Legislature, goes
first to the Legislature for hearings, and then to the November
ballot for a final decision by voters
if the Legislature gives its approval.
Most of the provisions adopted
Monday were technical changes in
the budget process. But they could
have a far-reaching impact on how
the budget is enacted and, indirectly, what is in it.

Among other things, they would
require a balanced state budget
with a constitutionally mandated 3
percent reserve for emergencies,
with periodic review of the budget
to make sure it stays in balance.
"The budget must be balanced
on submission. It must be balanced on enactment, and it must
remain balanced," said commission Chairman Bill Hauck.
The state constitution currently
requires only that the initial budget proposal by the governor be
balanced, with no prohibition
against deficits in the budget ultimately passed by the Legislature or
signed by the governor.
"This closes a loophole. It provides much more discipline," said
state Finance Director Russell
Gould, a commission member.
The reserve of 3 percent of the
state’s general fund-, if in the constitution Monday, would set aside
more than $1.3 billion for emergencies. The state budget enacted
last year had only a $28 million
reserve, and the budget proposed
by Gov. Pete Wilson for the 199697 fiscal year contains a reserve of
$402 million.
"This 3 percent reserve is not

going to handle a ’90s-style recession. This is to address fires, floods
and minor caseload adjustments."
said Fred Silva, executive secretary
of the commission.
The panel also voted to amend
the constitution to switch from a
out -s Cal to a two-year budget, with
a itipiiied midterm "rebalancing
bill." It would require that any
state borrowing from private
lenders be repaid within the twoyear budget period.
A vote was deferred until todin
on a proposal requiring that all
borrowing between state funds by
paid off before the end of the twoyear budget.
The proposal for a two-year budget was adopted on a 10-5 vote,
with most commissioners saying a
two-year budget would encourage
better planning.
"A two-year time frame encourages budgeting that has greater
long-term savings," Gould said.
But Elizabeth Hill, the nonpartisan chief fiscal analyst for the
Legislature, said states with twoyear budgets "have the tendency to
push problems into the second
year."

Simpson taking the opportunity to tell his side of story
lawyers
LOS INGELLS (AP )
during his murder trial, O.J. Simpson now is
free to speak out, and he made it clear Monday
he’s going to have his say even if his words
come back to haunt him in a civil trial.
In a rapid-fire monologue on CNN, interrupted occasionally by questions. Simpson
opened the floodgates on his side of the story,
heedless of warnings that what he says on the
public airwaves could cost him dearly when he
gets to court in a wrongful death lawsuit.
"His lawyers have to be dying a thousand
deaths," Loyola University Law Professor
Laurie Levenson said of Simpson’s spontaneous CNN phone interview.
"Although he seems to do all right, he
launches off into topics that could provide
information for the other side. Even when he
says things that help him it helps the plaintiffs
because it gives them a preview of what he will
say at the trial.
"No good can come of this legally," she said.
Beset by negative publicity and facing the climactic civil trial with a new jury, Simpson called
a live CNN program and spoke for about an
hour, taking his case to the forum where he is
the court of public opinmost comfortable
ion.
"It’s a public relations war," said Levenson.
But experts doubt that Simpson, even with his

Irgendai
harisma, cal’ win this init..
His interview Monday came on the heels of
another hour-long talk with an interviewer on
Black Entertainment Television two weeks ago.
He also has a made-for-profit video coming out
later this month.
For his civil attorneys, Simpson’s new loquaciousness is a nightmare.
The burden of proof and the stakes in his
civil trial will be lower than in criminal court,
and jurors can find against Simpson if they feel
merely that it’s more likely than not that he
killed his ex-wife and her friend. The protective
phrase "beyond a reasonable doubt" is gone.
While there were many star witnesses in the
criminal trial, there will be only one in the civil
Simpson himself, His media interviews
trial
may offer a preview of that testimony and give a
hint of whether he can outwit a battery of top
lawyers.
His denial that he battered his ex-wife,
Nicole, beyond one incident in 1989, could
become the cornerstone of the civil wrongful
death trial and his adamant denial of spousal
abuse on TV and in his deposition could
unclei mine his credibility on other issues if eyewi iesses present believable accounts of abuse
in the Simpson marriage.
Simpson’s motivation for media interviews is
to win over the public and to get his message

LAW ENFORCEMENT OPPORTUNITIES

MEETING THE CHALLENGE

Looking for a challenging and exciting career working for one of the fastest growing
law enforcement teams in the country? Then picture yourself as a member of The U
Border Patrol.
The U.S. Border Patrol is the mobile, uniformed, enforcement arm of the U.S. Department
of the Justice, Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS). The Border Patrol detects
and prevents the smuggling and unlawful entry of undocumented aliens into the U.S.
and is also the primary drug interdicting agency along the U.S. land borders.
Border Patrol Agents enjoy one of the highest reputations among law enforcement
agencies throughout the U.S. and are renowned for their intense loyalty, fine esprit
de corps, and unmatched professionalism.

Necessary Qualifications:
Be able to learn to speak and read
U S citizen
Spanish
Hold a valid driver’s license
Pass a background investigation
Not have reached your 37th birthday
Pass a drug test and medical exam
by the time you are hired
Have one year of qualifying experience or a Bachelors Degree
Sound interesting?
If you think you can meet the challenge, apply by calling (912) 757-3001. This 24 -hour a -day telephone application system will be open from FEBRUARY 6-12, 1996 ONLY!
All qualified applicants will be scheduled to take a written test and an oral interview
All vacancies will be along the southwest border, with many vacancies anticipated in
the southern California area Applicants who wish, may be tested in the San Diego
area in early March.
Selected candidates must successfully complete a rigorous 19 -week basic
training program. Starting salary range $24,505 -$28,929 per year, plus
outstanding benefits
The INS is an Equal Opportunity Employer

act iss iii viii intl pit ors for the civil trial
But a lat cte segment of the publii t,
vinced tit Simpson’s guilt in the kink -.Icc iiigs
of Nicole Brown Simpson and Ronald
Goldman. So far, he has offered no new facts
but rather has chosen to answer the evidence
presented at his trial with denials.
"He continues to exhibit a tendril( s i, minia trait
mize and rationalize his own
which the plaintiffs’ lawyers will be able to
exploit during the civil trial," said I’CIA Law
Professor Peter Arenella.
Arenella said it’s now clear why Simpson’s
lawyers opted to keep him off the witness stand
in the criminal trial.
"He doesn’t seem able to follow his own
lawyers’ advice," he said.
Simpson’s implications that his ex-wife’s
friend, Faye Resnick, was somehow responsible
for Ms. Simpson’s death and that Ms. Simpson
faked stories of abuse in order to break a
prenuptial ,igreement are both dangerous.
CORRECTION
In Tuesday’s edition, the Spartan Daily
incorrectly reported SJSU President Robert L
Caret did not attend the third annual AntiGraffiti Conference. President Caret did in
fact attend the conference. We regret the
error.

SAN FRAN( ISC:0 (AP)
The third time may be a charm
for the San Francisco Giants’
effort to build a new stadium to
replace the aging and windblown Candlestick Park.
A poll published Monday in
the San Francisco Chronicle
found that 52 percent of the
city’s voters favor a measure to
construct a $255 million ’privately financed stadium in the city’s
China Basin District.
Thirty-four percent oppose
the measure, which will appear
on the March 26 ballot, while
some 14 percent of those surveyed were either undecided or
had no opinion.
One veteran political observer told the Chronicle said that

while the numbers seem to indicate easy approval of the measure, the election is still "a horse
race," especially since two previous ballpark measures failed.
In addition, there are still two
months
remaining
during
which opponents could drum
up negatives or unknown factors that could sway voters’ opinions.
The poll sampled 500 registered voters and had a margin
of error of 4 to 5 percent.
The poll is the first independent measure of support for the
ballot measure since the Giants
unveiled their plans. It was conducted for the San Francisco
public relations firm of Solem
Associates.

pie Computer drops
prices, creates rebates
CUPERI \
Apple
(Al’(
Compute’ Iii.. trying to reduce its
swollen imentories, on Monday
cut prices of its consumer-oriented
Macintosh Performa machines by
up to 12 percent.
The company also announced
rebates for customers who buy
computer, monitor and printer
packages.
Apple’s price cuts came three
days after it replaced chief executive officer Michael Spindler with
National Semiconductor CEO Gil
Arnelio. Amelio, known for his
ability to turn around troubled
companies, also replaced A.C.
"Mike" Markkula as chairman.
Price reductions, which follow
deeper ones in December. range
$100 to $300, or 5 to 12 percent.
The deepest percentage cut was to
the Performa 6116CD, which has
8 megabytes of main memory. a
700-megabyte hard drive, 14-inch
monitor
and
14,400-speed
modem. It was cut 12 percent,
from $1.699 to $1.499.
Apple also said it would offer
$150 to $500 mail-in rebates to
people who simultaneously buy
computers. monitors and printers.
The , ) ,.ite offer, which applies to

it, Power Macintosh lini t ’,tit as
the Performa models. ).0.is until
mid-March.
The company, the third-largest
personal computer maker, last
year misjudged demand, depressing revenues and leaving it with a
glut of some models. Before he
left, Spindler circulated a memo
urging managers to take steps to
decrease the inventory before the
backlog loses value and hurts its
eaniings.
Separately, Apple said it was
%tot king to make software based
Ott all operating system called
Units work on its Macintosh products.
LillUX is a version of the Unix
operating software that has been
modified by interested programmers who communicate and share
updated versions on the Internet.
It has found a market in university’
and research laboratories.
"This is part of Apple’s overall
effort to enibrace more open
industry standards, particularly
those popular in the Internet community," Ike Nassi. vice president
of Apple system software technologies. said in a statement.

China planning military exercise
\

China
land, sea and
:ur militu
cise in the next
two months to intimidate Taiwan,
a congressimial official said
Monday.
The ’ofli il. asking not to be
identified. said intelligence data
indicate thy exercise will be larger
than one last summer when China
simulated an amphibious landing
with the Use of 40 naval vessels and
100 aircraft,
tii
i.el. most

experts behest the Chinese are
"posturing" and do not contemplate hostile action against Taiwaii.
He added, however, that the situation is rife with danger and could
get out of hand unless caution is
exercised.
The Chinese exercises licst
September along China’s coast
sparked widespread concern in
Taiwan and neighboring countri,
Congressional staff men*,
were given an intelligence ly
’iii the matter last week.

CHECK
US OUT!
Feb. 6, 1996,10:30am-5pm

WALK-IN

INTERVIEWS!

Roadway Package System has IMMEDIATE openings for
men and women able to sort, route and load packages in our SAN
JOSE Terminal.
897 Wrigley Way,
"Starting pay $7/hour
Milpitas, CA
"Flexible shifts to fit school schedules
’Tuition reimbursement of $1/hour
(415)
873-1367
’Upward mobility/career opportunities
If you can handle an average of 50 pounds and can work 3-5
hour shifts, Mon-Fri, then come to work with a leader in the
small-package pick-up and delivery business!

ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM, INC
4111rmatrve Act t
Eo.ei Orp,

Flexible Hours! Tuition Assistance! Stay Fit While You Earn!
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Spartans go for gold at ’96 Olympics

Results
For FA. 2-5
Baseball
After winning its season
opener the Spartans lost
to Cal State Los Angeles
8-3.
The Golden Eagles five
run outburst in the 11th
inning left the Spartans
with an 1-1 record.
Women’s Gymnastics
The Spartans scored the
most points ever recorded ’on the road’ as they
outscored UC Davis
186.825 to 184.525.
The Spartans are now 24 and were ranked 36th
in the nation in last
week’s poll,
See gymnastics page?

SJSU gymnast
Fara Law yndt)
Me vauit with a
schod recadtying 9 675 In los?
Saturday’s meer
against LC
Da.Ns

See gymnastics page 7.

Schedule
Feb 4-11

Women’s Basketball
University of the Pacific
at SJSU,
Event Center, Friday,
7:30 p.m.
University of Nevada at
SJSU,
Event Center Sunday, 2
p.m.
Men’s Basketball
Utah State at SJSU,
Event Center Thursday,
7 30 p.m.
University of Nevada at
SJSU,
Event Center, Saturday,
’ 30 p rn
Women’s Gymnastics
SJSU. Arizona State at
Washington,
Seattle, Wash., Friday,
(IBA)
SJSU at Seattle Pacific,
Seattle, Wash., Saturday
(TBA)
Baseball
S:S, ir Cal Berkeley,
"uesday, 2 p.m
SJSU at San Diego State,
Saturday, 5 p.m,
Men’s Tennis
SJSU at Stanford,
Tuesday, 1:30 p.m.
Softball
Spartan Kick-Off
Tournament, PAL
Stadium,
Saturday and Sunday, all
day

bers of the U.S. team right now," fellow
Olympic hopeful Sandy Bacher said. "She has
an of winning (the gold)."
Liliko Ogasawara envisions herself standing a real good chance
Bacher is an SOU alumni who still trains
on an Olympic podium this summer in
with the Judo team, and said
Atlanta, Ga. with a gold medal dangling and competes
nothing more than to honor her
around her neck, triumphantly singing along would love
coach, Yosh Uchida, who founded the SJSU
with the national anthem.
program in 1953, and her teammates
Ogasawara, along with Sandra Bacher and Judo
an Olympic medal in her second trip to
Damon Keeve, will be representing the U.S. with
Olympics. -Uchida helped establish Judo as
and the SJSU Judo team in this years summer athe
competitive collegiate sport in the U.S.
Olympics. Just making it to the Olympics used
"Last time, I was just happy to be there,"
to be their goal as they practiced and compet- Bacher said. "This time I am much more preed for a large majority of their lives. Now their pared, and I will not be happy unless I do
goals have changed.
With Bacher and Keeve making their secBacher faced a tough test on her road to
ond consecutive trip to the Olympics, and being a repeat member of the team during
Ogasawara enjoying international success over the Olympic trials at the Olympic Training
the past three years, these Olympic hopefuls Center in Colorado Springs, Colo, last month.
said they will not be content unless they bring She was forced to defeat an opponent she had
home a medal rewarding their decades of never beaten before three consecutive times
dedication and hard work.
to earn her ticket to Atlanta. Using her coachOgasawara is generally regarded as having es, who mirrored the exact movement of
one of the U.S. team’s best chances at winning Bacher’s opponent until she memorized the
a medal. "I would like to take the gold," she intricacies of her attack, Bacher was able to
said.
defeat her foe.
Ogasawara, a senior, began learning the art
Coach Uchida said he likes this year’s crop
of Judo from her father when she was three of SJSU olympian hopefuls and believes they
years old in New Jersey. She decided to attend have as good a chance of medaling as any he
SJSU because of its established history as the has sent in his career. Ile said he is especially
best collegiate Judo program in the country, proud of the way these athletes made it to the
she said. SJSU has won 31 national collegiate Olympics.
Judo titles since its inception.
These are great scholar athletes who pay
After trying and failing to make the their own tuition, work part time and still
Olympic team as a 19-year-old in 1992, have time for Judo," Uchida said. "Most
Ogasawara continued competing internation- Olympic athletes only eat, drink and sleep
ally, winning the silver medal in the 1993 Judo. We have to admire our athletes for what
World Championships and the bronze in the they do.
"Watch Liliko," Uchida added. "She is hun1995 World Championships.
"Liliko is one of the most consistent mem- gry to do something."
By Dustin Shekell

Olympic
Above:
team member Liliko
foreOgasawara,
practices
ground,
Summer
with
Nishimura Friday in
Spartan
the
Complex. Ogasawara
has been learning
Judo since she was
three years old.

Sp’arlan Daily Staff Writer

Left: Sandy Bacher
tries to throw Ryo
Katoh during Judo
Friday.
practice
Becher went to the
1992 Olympics and is
headed for the 1994
Olympics in Atlanta.
PHOTOS BY RONDA
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Spartan teams prepare to enter the WAC
Move means more media
exposure for university
By Paul Eiser
Spam,. Doily Staff Writer

The
Western
Athletic
Conference (WAC) will expand on
July 16 from its current 10 members to 16 universities, including
SJSU, to become the nation s
largest NCAA Division I-A league.
WAC’s Council of
The
Presidents used three criteria to
determine which schools would be
invited to join. The measure
included academic standing, reputation and history of the athletic
program and the marketability of
the campus.
"I think it’s what is best for San
Jose State University," basketball
coach Stan Morrison said. "We
need to have more attractive opponents to play."
The WAC’s 16 teams will be
divided into four, four-team quadrants, which will be mixed and

matched over time to ensure the
division works properly and each
quadrant is equitable.
MSC’s new league will cover
nine states, more than 4,000 miles,
and have universities across five
time zones, stretching from Texas
to Hawaii.
It will be the third largest major
conference in undergraduate
enrollment with over 270,000 students. The WAC also has 1.5 million alumni and has a combined
seating capacity of over 935,000 in
its stadiums and arenas.
Football head coach John
Ralston calls this move "a step up"
into an established league with top
Division 1 schools. "It allows us to
be on television which is important. It means more money for the
school and we have a chance at
four or five bowl games instead of
one," he said.
Revenue derived from scheduled national network television
appearances and televised post-season appearances, contracted with

ABC and ESPN, are part of the
WAC package for SJSU. No such
opportunities were available in the
Big West Conference (BWC).
Television appearances translate
into an increased revenue flow for
conference members. SJSU officials estimate an initial increase of
nearly half a million dollars.
The additional revenue earned
in the WAC will fund the entire
athletic department, provide scholarships and funding for non -revenue sports, not to mention the
prestige television can help bring
an athletic program.
"It’s very exciting. The WAC has
become a mega-conference ... that
captures the Imagination of a lot
of athletes who want visibility,"
Morrison said.
The success of WAC football
and the growth to a 16-team conference has spurred a conference
championship game. The WAC
champion could find itself playing
in either the Cotton Bowl or the
Holiday Bowl.

While this is a great opportunity,
it is also going to take a lot of hard
work, Morrison said. He believes
one of the biggest challenges will
be "the newness of the teams we
will be playing. Were starting from
scratch."
"Returning players have to
understand WAC players are
stronger, and taller. They have to
work on their skills ... all the
nuances of the game," he said.
As for the future Ralston is very
optimistic. "We could move into
the PAC-10 a couple of years down
the road," he said.
The six new universities entering the WAC this year are UNLV,
Rice, SJSU, Southern Methodist,
Texas Christian, and Tulsa. They
will be joining Air Force, Brigham
Young, Colorado State, Fresno
State, Hawaii, New Mexico, San
Diego State, UTEP, Utah and
Wyoming.

Gymnastics team breaks
records on the road
Sport. Duly Staff Report

The SJSU women’s gymnastics team, which has been shattering records left and right
this season, continued to
break more.
The Spartans (1-4) garnered the most points ever
scored "on the road" by a
SJSU team against UC Davis,
186.825-184.525, on Saturday.
Last year the Spartans
scored the former record,
185.900, at UC Davis as well.
’The school record for a
road meet was fun, and the
win was great," said 12th-year
SJSU head coach Jackie
Walker. "But the most gratifying part of it is the consistency
and depth we’ve shown in our
last three meets."

Classi fled
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services adverdeed below nor Is
there any guarantee Implied. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
arid offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

SECURITY ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Corporate Sites, Top Pay!
Too many benefits to list!
Day, Swing, Grave Shifts, F/T& P/T.
Call or accei it perSal. McnSun 7-7.
408-286.5880.5550 Meriden An.
blur’. San C411536 and Paftencor,
beheld the Cad and Party Store.

FOR RENT

LIKE BEING PAID 3 WAYS?
Hourly wage-emileage+tips.
Come to Domino’s Pizza, 576 E.
Santa Clara St. 298-3030,
9233030, 578.3030.

2 BORK APARTMENT- $800/MO.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modern Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.

SHARED HOUSING
VALLEY FAIR Close to 280/880.
Deluxe, huge apt, own room +
bath. Fireplace, deck, full kitchen.
Mature individual. $485. + dep. +
1/2 utilities Peter 408/246-2790.

ADMIN. ASSIST. IN LAW OFFICE.
Part-time, flex schedule: light
phones, bookkeeping, filing; computer sys. admin; data analysis;
fax resume to 408-295-6693.
PERSONNEL/PAYROLL CLERK
To assist in busy start-up H.R.
office. Must have 1.2 years exp. in
personnel/payroll duties. Flexible.
part-time. 510-512 per hr. Student
Union at SJSU. Contact Bob Huinh,
(408) 924-6378 or 924-6310.

Phone: 924-3277 IN FAX: 924-3282
BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE
S35,000/YR. INCOME
Part-time, am/pm shifts, flexible potential. Reading books. Toll
hours. Serving Downtown Sartiose Free 1-800-898-9778 Ext. R.
Inner City Express. Apply in person. 2236 for details.
22 West Saint John, San Jose.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING Earn up
COLLEGE STUDENT "TO DO" LIST to $2,000+/month. World travel.
_Register for class _Roommate Seasonal & full-time positions. No
_Place to love _Student loan _Buy exp necessary. For info. call
books _FIND A JOBII _Strike
1-206-971-3550 ext. C60413.
up a conversation with that nice
looking person I met at registration. TROPICAL BEACH RESORT JOBS
We can’t help you with every- Luxurious hotels are now hiring
thing but we may be able to help seasonal positions. Lifeguards.
food service, housekeepers,
you with a job.
Would you like a position that host/hostess, & front desk staff.
MI compliment your class schakie? Call Resort Employment Services
Positions aralable throughout Sat 1-206.971-3600 ext. R60411.
Jose, Sala Claa, fremcnt &Milpitas.
VANGUARD
BACK TO SCHOOL JOBS! HIRING
NOW! 5 P/T PR & PROMO jobs
SECURITY SERVICES
earning $10 hr. to $400/week.
Apply M-F 8am.5pm.
Jobs filled on a first come basis.
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara
call 408-249-8446.
comer Scott/San Tomas.
ATTITUDE
OVER
RESUME
International Marketing firm
seeks open minded, energetic
individuals with desire for rapid
advancement. Flex hours. Top S.
Call to schedual interview.
6549635.

11350/rao + 1/4 UT’S- First & last.

SALES, INSIDE, PT. For students
Camden/Hwy 85. RJIl house access. with great voices, good commure
cseon and the desire to make money.
266-6836.
Quiet. peaceful home.
Sue 995-5905. Hiring now!
ROOM FOR RENT near Alameda
& Taylor. Young male. non-smok- CASHIERS - NEED DEPENDABLE
er, no drugs, to share house with working cashiers to fill in several
three males, two disabled. $200 shifts at two locations. Please apply
per month, equal share utilities, in person. 4th & Santa Clara
plus 10 hours a week assisting Chevron. 295-3964 or 269-0337.
disabled. References required.
NANNY/MOTHER’S HELPER. Los
Call Carl 275-8484.
Gatos working mom seeks helper
for child care, light housekeeping
EMPLOYMENT
& errands. One school age child.
YOU NEED: Exp, refs. & reliable car.
GREAT HOURS: M-F, 1 to 6 flexible.
EVENT JOBS
The Student Union & Event Center GOOD PAY: $6 to $7/hr. DOE.
are now hiring event supervisors Weekly paycheck. Call 356-2613.
and technicians to work sporting
events, concerts 8. other events. TEACHER/AIDES/RED. LEADERS
To apply, visit the Student Union Elem. school-age recreation prog.,
Director’s Office. (408)924-6310. P/T from 2-6pm, M-F during the
school year, turns into F/T (or P/T)
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A FUN duhng sum, camp prog. Xffit. sal.
and rewarding job? Become a Los Gatos/Srtga. Rec. Dept. call
teacher or a subsitute for our Janet at 354-8700x23. (Not wail
school -age day care program. school year? Call for summer emThese are great positions for ploymentlifeguatels, camp leaders).
students. Most teacher positions
$88 ATTENTION $IIS
are afternoons, M-F. Substitute
positions are perfect for those Mega Memory’s Kevin Trudeau
who have only one or two after- has a BRAND NEW ground floor
noons available. Units in ECE, money making opportunity!!!
Rec, Pay, Soc. or Ed are required. Don’t miss this! 1.8006566732.
Please call Small World Schools
WORK P/T WITH DIMMED AOU.TS
at 408379-3200 ext. 21.
evenings & weekends in their own
homes. $7.21/hr. Call Greater
Farms
/Dana
FIEAD SWIM COACH
Summer Rec. Team in Concord. Opportunities at 248-4464. Livein
Coaching experience required. also available.
Call Mary Ann 0)510-672-1465.
DOES YOUR SUMMER JOB SUCK?
TUMBLING/WAIT. ED. TEACHERS Our 129 year-old publishing comNeed a job with a positives working pany. Southwestern, is looking to
environment? Join the YMCA! select 8-10 students from SJSU
part-time, afternoons. Teaching to work in Our Summer program.
3-8 year olds. Contact Patrice Average profit from summer work:
$5,766. For interview information
226-9627x17. EOE.
call (408)241-9903.
CHILDCARE& Ute Housekeeping
25 vs/week afternoons. Car liven my Los Gatos home. Must have
refs. & clean DMV. 356-9089
P/T BOOKKEEPER/CLERICAL
position for Contracting Co r-.
Campbell. Flexible hours.Caii
408-369-1898.
PART-TIME OFFICE ASSISTANT.
Excellent Part-Time opportunity!
We are seeking an outgoing indi
vidual to assist our Foster City
office approximately 25-30 hrs/wk
with general office work. The ideal
candidate will have prior experi
ence working in a professional
environment. Strong customer
service skills & general business
skills required. Part-time hours
M-F, flexible. Computer literacy a
plus. Qualified applicants please
fax or mail your resume to
C. Reichert. Oakwood Corporate
Housing, 3180 Crow Canyon Pl..
Ste. 140, San Ramon, CA 94583.
FAX (510) 3550295. eon/as.
TEACHERS /TEACHER AIDES
FT/PT positions with infants.
toddlers, preschool & school age.
Great advancement and growth
opportunity. Good benefits.
openings. ECE + exper. preferred.
Call Action Day Nurseries.
408-996-1437.
NANNY NEEDED IN CUPERTINO
20-30 hrs/wk. $10 -$12/hr
Ideal job for a student. No Feel
Town & Country Agency
1415-3232082.
1140,000/YR INCOME
potential. Home Typists/PC
users. Toll Free 1.800-898
9778 Ext. 1-2236 for listings.

Some of that consistency
showed in Friday’s 185.825184.775
victory
over
Sacramento State (1-4). The
win was the Spartans first of
the season.
In Saturday’s meet junior
Tara Law won the vault with a
school record-tying 9.675, and
freshman Bridgett Coates,
who holds that school record
with Law, won the uneven bars
with a 9.8.
In Friday’s meet Law won
the all-around with a 37.950
total, Ilth best in school history. Law is ranked No. 1 in the
Big West Conference in the
all-around and now owns five
of the school’s II best allaround scores.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Students needed it the immediate
area. Full-time/part-time openings.
Call today 1-415-968-9933.
International Bartenders School.
TELEMARKETING
Sell Calif’s best newspapers.
Flexible hours, open Pam to 9pm
7days a week. Hourly, plus bonus.
Near Light Rail. Transit.
Call Today, Work Tomorrow,
MEDIA PROMOTIONS, INC.
408.4940200
Downtown
408-364-2700
Cam pbe I I
Office positions also available.

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for NonGood CrIvers’’
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Multi-car
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGNIONAI
so open Saturdays 9-2.

SCHOLARSHIPS
Koos STUDENT SCI4OLAJ88IPSI

$1.000 scholarships and various
awards sponsored by Packaging
Industry! Enroll in Packaging for
eligibility. Scholarships available for
Spring and Fall 1996. Graduates
receive 5 or more job offers.
Starting salaries from $30k+.
For details, contact Dr. Jorge
BRAND NEWIII
VISION 21 - An AWESOME new Marcondes, Packaging Program
Tele-Communications Co. wants Coordinator at 408/924-3210,
motivated individuals for an IS 207 or CCB 200.
INCREDIBLE ground floor opportunity. Immediate & residual income FREE MONEY For You Education!
Apply for your share in millions of
potential. 1-800-656-6732.
unclaimed private sector aid. Call
Scholarship Resource Services.
$1730 WEEKLY POSSIBLE
mailing our curculars. For info call 408-261-8676.
1-301-306-1207.
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
Billion in private sector gents and
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
for egg donation. Desperate scholarships is now available. All
Asian couples need your help students are eligible regardless of
to conceive. Can you help? grades. income, or parent’s income.
Ages 21-30, healthy and Let us help. Call Student Financial
responsible. Generous stipend Services: 1-800-263-6495 ext.
and expenses paid. Please call F60413.
WWFC 1-510-820-9495.
COLLEGE FINANCIAL NEED?
We can help. Prorate money.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
No pay back. For details, call
up to $120/week!
510-6320835 or 510 471 8667,
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males, 19-34 years old.
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTSM
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Grants & Scholarships Available!
Contact California Cryobank
Call 1-800400-0209.
415-324-1900. M -F, 8-5pm.
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FOR SALE
NOT NI UNFRIENDLY COMPUTER
Olympia Startype Typewriter
New bom baby condition!
Uses letter uqality whisperdisc
printwheels. 40 character display.
12000 character storage
even when unplugged by MTV.
500 character multiline correction
with no mess tape.
Heavy-duty. GE washer tough.
Can be interfaced to a computer.
Extras included. A total giveaway
at $400 o.b.o. Call Christopher @
1-510-226-7800 x 235.

HEALTH & BEAUTY
MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back - Chest - Lip- Bikini Chin
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. first appt.
1/2 price if made before 6-31-96.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E.
Campbell Ave. #17. Campbell.
(4013) 379-3500.

CALL MARCIA 266-9148
Wore Processing Service/Fax
Editing/Format Specialist for
Term Papers/Projects/Resumes
APA Timelines MLA
Grammar. Sentence Structure
Health Science/Eng./History/Bus.
International Students Welcome
Close to SJSU Campus.

SERVICES
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other langs. spoken.
Foreigners welcome! Call today
for free phone consultation:
(015) 525-0505...ask tor Duda

CAMPUS CLUBS

TRAVEL

JOIN THE CELTIC HERITAGE CLUB.
Enjoy learning about nsh. Scottish.
and Welsh culture. Explore the
beautiful Celtic heritage. Open
to all students interested in
Irish/Scottish/Welsh music and
culture. For more information,
call Kelly at 14081 927-7925

EXPERIENCE THAILAND with Cal
State Hayward’s Bangkok summer Quarter / discover Thailand
Tour. Under $3.500. Academic
credit. June 17 to August 6.
Info: Jule Clark, 510-885-3538.

SPORTS/THRILLS

GOVT FORECLOSED nomes for
pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax,
Repo’s. REO’s. Your Area. Toll
Free 1.800-898.9778 Ext. H-2236
for current listings.

100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1.510-634-7575.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

DAILY
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After the alth day, rate Increases by 411 per day.
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
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10-14 lines $90
15-19 lines $110

3-9 lines: $70
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one classification:
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Four
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$12
$13
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WAKED
WANTED we meows.
Lose 8’100 lbs. New metabolism
breakthrough. I lost 15 lbs. in 3
weeks. R.N. assisted program.
Guaranteed resurts $35.00 cost.
Free gift 1-8006660841.

STUDENT DENTAL PLAN!
WRITING HELP. Fast professional
0,ty $5700 per year
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
Save 301k - 60%
HANDICAPPED MAN looking for
Essays, letters. application
On your dental needs.
companion Call after 4pm.
statements, proposals, reports.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.
370-3604,
etc. For more info. please call
Dave Bolick at 510401-9554. MST FUNDRAISER Rase $500 it 5
ADVERTISE
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
IN THE SPARTAN DAILY
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall. clefs-Clears. Groxs. Was, mativaed
indviduais. Fast, easy No financial
Unwanted hair removed forever.
CLASSIFIEDS
Specialist. C,onfidentia.
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now obligation. 1-800.862-1982 azt. 33.
JUST DO ITT
Your own probe or disposable.
accepting students who wish to
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning.
247-7486.
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR? any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
Electrolysis is the answer!! Fusion, Funk. Reggae, or Folk.
I remove hair from any where Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
on your body, from facial hair to
bikini area. Call for appointment. CRIME PREVENTION INFORtvIglON
Camelia’s Electrolysis Place.
1-900-622-COPS
Personal Safety
1190 Lincoln, San Jose, 9939093.
answers will appear in the next issue.
Mon-Sat./ Free Cons. /Eve spats.
Home security
Vehicle security
All Students Receive 20% Discount.
Child safety
Consumer assist
information
WORD PROCESSING
$1.70- min. (94nin max)
1a7es
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Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuatbn & spaces between words

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
On.
Two Three

REAL ESTATE

Z.o moo

Send check or money order io

Spartan Daily ClaseHteds
San Jose State University
San AIM. CA 95192-0149
MI Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente, Hall Room 209
Deadline 1000 a m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid III No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (406) 924-3277

_,..ampus Clubs. _Re .
Greek Messages*
.
_Events*
_Announcements* _Sery
_Lost AM Found’ _Heaitnri
_Soorlsr’- .
_Volunteers’
Insurance
For Safe’
_Entertainment.
For
Sale’
_Autos
_Travel
_Computers Etc
Tutonng
_Wanted’
_Word Prc, .
_Employme
_Scholarsr:
.

available for these classifications.$5.00 for a3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
DBH209, between 10am and 2pm Student ID required.
-Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community

Special student rates

1.

8
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SPARTAN DAILY

JUGGLING
CLUBS
Brad Jackson, left, professor
in the math and computer
science department at SJSU
juggled with his colleague
Richard Pfietter as well as
math graduate student Jane
Stucky Monday by the
chapel. Jackson supervises
the juggling club which he
started in 1984. The club
meets every Monday at 1:30
p.m. by the chapel (rain
place is under MacQuarrie
Hall) and welcomes anyone
who wants to learn to how to
juggle.
1’11010 BY CHRIS SIM IN I
- SPARTAN DAILY

Taxes: State forms, information available on-line

City
From page 1
I 1.1111111U1
ted the New
Realities T.L I rce last year tc
study the airs options and
suategize accordingly..
For the future, Hammer
called on the community to defy
the state government’s advice
and continue to complete various downtown renovation projects, such as the Guadalupe
River Park, a new theater for the
San Jose Repertoire Theatre
and the campaign to get the
Tech Museum of Innovation
national attention.
"At times like these, we must
re-affirm what San Jose stands
for for the right of each of us
to enjoy opportunity and dignity for building a community
in
vibrant
dreams
that
Technicolor and not in a drab
and fearful gray," Hammer said.

She cited the city’s continued
fight against juvenile crime, the
need to reverse the declining
public sector amid the private
sector’s prosperity, the need to
define the end of the city’s pavement and establish a greenline
boundary, the renewed efforts
to resolve the transportation crisis and the continued commitment toward "diversity and justice."
"I pledge to you tonight,"
Hammer concluded, "as I have
for the last five years, that twill
provide that (determined) leadership. I call upon you tonight,
my fellow citizens of San Jose ...
to help find the solutions.
"Our spirit has never been
greater. our energy and confidence never higher. Let’s keep
up the good work, San Jose."

From page 1
p.m., seven days a week. For person-to-person service, call (800)
852-5711, from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.
if you don’t know, don’t guess.
Give us a call," said Denise Quade,
spokeswoman for the Franchise
Tax Board of the service. "The
FAST phone system is just one
example of our endeavors to
incorporate new technology into
our department and to make
things work more smoothly."
To find the answers to basic filing questions in the Franchise Tax
Board’s automated system, filers
need only enter the corresponding codes that appear in their tax
booklets.
For more complicated questions, the Tax Board’s person-toperson number is staffed by tax

call the number and follow the
voice instructions. The computer
If you don’t know, don’t guess. Give us a call. The will tell the caller how much his or
her refund is. If taxes are owed,
FAST phone system is just one example of our
the computer can also deliver the
bad news. Refunds filed through
endeavors to incorporate new technology into our
the TeleFile service arrive in about
department and to make things work more smoothly. 21
days.
To use the service, taxpayers
Denise Quade
Franchise Tax Board spokeswoman must be single with no dependents, have a taxable income
amounting to less than $50,000,
be a previous filer of a 1040 EZ
agents, each of whom have extenThis year, the Internal Revenue
form and live at the same address
sive training in tax law.
Service will offer a file-by-phone
as he or she did the previous year.
"They are very well equipped to service to single taxpayers who
Additionally, qualified people
handle the most complex ques- have previously filed a 1040 EZ.
must use the TeleFile packet they
tions," Quade said.
The service, called "TeleFile," is
received in the mail.
State tax forms and general toll free, 24-hours and does all the
Students can obtain the "Tax
information are also available on necessary calculations for the taxTips for Students" informational
the Internet at htip://www.ra.gov. payer.
handout at the San Jose State
The California Franchise Tax
To use TeleFile, qualified filers
University Financial Aid office.
Board can be accessed under state fill out the short worksheet includservers at this location.
ed with their regular tax package,

66

Medicare trust fund Polls show Dole has lead with Republicans
Kansas senator
in downward slide better
against

were somewhat higher. There
WASHINGTON
(AP)
Medicare’s Hospital Insurance were more hospital admissions
Trust Fund is losing money for the than anticipated, patients were
first time in 23 years in a down- sicker and hospitals filed claims
ward slide that’s faster than offi- faster than expected, he said.
In a statement released by his
cials had predicted, the Clinton
office, Foster said the decline has
administration said Monday.
"It is too soon to draw a firm been predicted all along but came
conclusion about the projected a little sooner than originally
depletion date of the Medicare thought.
"It is possible that current proHospital Trust Fund," said Richard
S. Foster, chief actuary of the fed- jections may change somewhat as
eral Health Care Financing a result of the experience in 1995.
runs It is also possible that the current
that
Administration
projection of depletion in 2002
Medicare.
But, he insisted the decline is will stand," said Foster.
The final analysis of the
relatively small and said the causes
Medicare program for fiscal 1995
for it are unclear.
In a report to Congress in April, will be released in April.
Meanwhile, President Clinton’s
the administration estimated that
Mike
McCurry,
the trust fund would grow by $4.7 spokesman,
billion in the 1995 fiscal year that emphasized Monday that both
Clinton’s budget and the one proended Sept. 30
by
congressional
Preliminary figures, first report- posed
ed Monday by The New York Republicans would ensure the life
Times, show that the balance in of the trust fund until 2011.
"The solvency of the Medicare
the fund actually fell $35.7 million
trust fund has been one of the
to $129.5 billion.
Foster told the Times that president’s occueations since he’s
income for the trust fund, mainly been in office, McCurry told
from payroll taxes, was slightly reporters.
lower than expected, and outlays

The large woman sues
s I AN11(.00n. (AP) A
tennis fan who became a running
gag for David Letterman after she
was caught on camera with peach
juice running down her chin is
suing the comedian for ridiculing
her.
The New York City woman was
featured repeatedly on ’Late Show
with
David Letterman" in
September after a CBS camera
caught her relishing a peach at the
U.S. Open tennis tournament.
Letterman showed the footage

jam . firm imeiii at
ot
least a half-dozen times between
Sept. 5 and Sept. 20.
Letterman also started a nationwide search for Bronstein, putting
her picture on the Sons
Jumbotron electronic billboard on
Times Square.
In a punch line for his Top 10
List, Letterman referred to her as
a "seductive temptress." Bronstein,
a large woman, suffers from a thyroid condition.

Paradise Flowers
Valentine’s Day is just around the
corner. Bring this coupon in and
receive a $5.00 discount for any
dozen roses. We are located in the
STUDENT UNION from Sam - Spm.
See you soon!

Clinton, too
NEW YORK (Al’) A national
poll found Bob Dole solidly leading Steve Forbes, but both candidates with soft support in the
Republican presidential contest.
Dole also was seen as much
stronger than Forbes against
President Clinton in the fall.
In two separate polls. Dole and
Forbes were tied in New
Hampshire with about one-sixth of
likely voters still undecided in the
Feb. 20 leadoff primary.
Nationwide, a Time-CNN poll
released Sunday found Dole with
support from 47 percent of 1,117
Republican and GOP-leaning voters, compared with 45 percent in a
similar poll in November. Forbes
jumped from 4 percent in
November to 17 percent in the
new poll.
Thirteen percent were undecided, down from 23 percent in
November. Texas Sen. Phil Gramm
got support from 9 percent, commentator Pat Buchanan 6 percent
and former Tennessee Gov, Lamar
Alexander 3 percent.

PARIS
$199*
London
Frankfurt
Amsterdam
Madrid
Costa Rica

$209*
$229*
$265*
$289*
$293*

111111 Travel
394 University Ave., Sum- 2,00
Palo Alto, CA 94301

408-295-8886

httpdarnascias.orgictsictshosiw.htm

EURAILPASSES

Thirty-six percent of Forbes supporters and 31 percent of Dole
backers said they "could easily support someone else" as the campaign goes on. The first GOP delegates will be chosen today in
Louisiana caucuses.
The telephone poll, conducted
Jan. 27-30 by Yankelovich Partners,
has an error margin of plus or
minus 3 percentage points for the
overall sample. The respondents
were picked from a fixed sample
of nearly 5,000 voters whom Time
and CNN will track throughout
1996.
Among Forbes’s current supporters, 35 percent said they had
supported Dole in November and
17 percent had been undecided
then. Forbes backers also included
22 percent who said they voted for
Ross Perot in the 1992 presidential
election and 15 percent for Bill
Clinton.
Among the overall sample, lib,
32 percent said they think Forbes
can beat Clinton in the fall; 60 percent said Dole can heat Clinton.
In New Hampshire, a poll of 447
likely GOP primary voters found
26 percent supporting Forbes and
22 percent backing Dole a statistical tie, considering the error
margin of plus or minus 5 percent-

TAKE A BREATHER
ASTHMA AND ALLERGY
SUFFERERS
If you are healthy, non-smoking
and between the ages 12-65, you
may qualify to participate in a
research study using an
investigatirmal asthina or allergy
medication. You will receive
financial compensation for
your time and effort. Qualified
participants could earn up to
$800.

age points.
Twenty-eight percent of Forbes’s
supporters and 21 percent of
Dole’s backers said they might
change their minds.
Buchanan and Alexander, each
with 13 percent, were within striking distance of Dole in the poll
through
today
conducted
Mason-Dixon
by
Thursday
of
Research
Political-Media
Columbia, Md. Gramm lagged
with 5 percent and Indiana Sen.
Dick Lugar with 4 percent
Dole and Forbes also were statistically tied in a WMUR-TV poll in
New Hampshire released Monday.
Forbes had 29 percent, Dole 25
percent. The poll, conducted by
Dartmouth College, had an error
margin of plus or minus 4 percentage points.

recent
New
Most other
Hampshire polls also have found
Forbes at least tied with Dole.
Dole’s support in the new
Concord Monitor poll fell 14 percentage points since a similar poll
two weeks ago, and the WMUR-TV
poll showed a comparable drop.
Dole has seen his once-formidable lead crumble recently in states
with early 1996 presidential contests as Forbes pumps millions of
dollars from his personal fortune
into television attack ads in those
states.
Forbes has done little national
advertising, however, and nationally, 41 percent of voters in the
Time-CNN poll said they still don’t
know enough about him to give
him a favorability rating. Seventy
percent rated Dole favorably.

MakeYour Next Keg Party Really Special

The party begins at BYOB
Bring your friends Over
70 recipes to choose from
We provide the ingredients,
the equipment. the expertise
and we dean up the messl
Call for an appointment

"
BYOB
BeYour Own
Bre

Allergy & Asthma
Associates of Santa Clara
Valley, Inc. Research
Center
4155 Nfixit

Avcime, Suitt. 1, San 1s,

1-800-74-ASTI IMA

6.‘"titl
Ilomesle.it I I0 mtl .11 Blaney. Cupertino

408-996-1300

